To Do List

1. Go to School at 11:30 AM
2. Bring ski masks and semiautomatic weapons
3. Make sure shrapnel hits someone at least 9 times
4. Plant 13 bombs, Rig 3 cars with explosives
5. Make people beg for lives for at least 10 minutes
6. Eliminate feelings of safety at school
7. Enter library, make sure to target minorities and athletes
8. Go to cafeteria, more target practice
9. Leave three dead bodies on a staircase to prove point
10. Avoid SWAT team at 3:00 PM
11. Kill at least 23 people
12. Physically injure at least 20 people, mentally injure the entire town and nation
13. Kill selves in library

“You really can’t go in and do this kind of damage without a lot of preparation.”

-Steve Davis, spokesman for the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department.